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London Economics International LLC (“LEI”) was retained by TransAlta Corporation 

(“TransAlta”) to review the Alberta Electricity System Operator’s (“AESO”) proposed approach 

to rely on forwards market data to estimate the Energy and Ancillary Services (“E&AS”) offset, 

which is an important parameter in setting the Net Cost of New Entry (“CONE”) and hence 

“anchoring” the demand curve of the future capacity market in Alberta.  

There are three key problems to using the proposed forward market data approach as a way to 

set the E&AS offset. First, standardized forward market products do not represent the 

operational characteristics of a peaker in Alberta. Second, the forward market for electricity 

products in Alberta lacks liquidity and therefore is less reliable in terms of representing market 

expectations regarding future prices. Third, forward markets are currently in flux because of the 

uncertainty around future market design.  As such, the forward market price may not be a reliable 

indicator of future expected spot prices.  Moreover, investors may not be willing to use a 100% 

hedge strategy using such uncertain forwards.  This puts into question the validity of AESO’s 

approach.  

LEI recommends that AESO use a simulation based approach to set the initial E&AS offset value.  

This approach would allow the E&AS offset to take into account expected fundamentals in the 

energy market for the period that aligns with the first auction’s delivery obligation. AESO 

intends to periodically re-examine the entire CONE every four to five years. But in between 

reviews, AESO will use various inflation indices to adjust and update the CONE value. LEI 

recommends that the E&AS offset be similarly updated in the years between the reviews. The 

AESO can update the E&AS offset year over year based on indexation to forward market trends, 

which will lower the administrative burden for the AESO. By combining the simulation based 

approach for setting the initial E&AS offset, and for periodic updates every four to five years 

(when CONE is being re-set), with an updating on an annual basis based on indexation, the AESO 

will have an estimate for the E&AS offset that is grounded in bottom up analysis with the benefit 

of only conducting that analysis every four to five years. Indexing the E&AS offset to trends in 

the forward market in between these larger “re-sets” is a pragmatic way to reflect market 

expectations without being overly reliant on a somewhat illiquid market.  
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1 Understanding of AESO’s proposed methodology in estimating 

E&AS offset 

1.1 What is the E&AS offset and why it is important 

The energy and ancillary services (“E&AS”) offset is an important parameter in determining the 

capacity market demand curve.  While the Gross Cost of New Entry (“Gross CONE”) provides 

an indication of the total all in cost a new entrant needs to earn across all markets, in order to set 

the demand curve for the capacity market, the AESO needs a Net CONE value.  The E&AS offset 

has to be deducted from the Gross CONE in order to get to a Net CONE. The E&AS offset reflects 

the expected energy and ancillary services profits that the new entrant is likely to earn over the 

duration of a capacity delivery period in the future, based in the new entrant’s technical 

characteristics and expectations around future market conditions.  

Gross CONE – E&AS offset = Net CONE 

Getting the E&AS offset correct is crucial to ensuring that the right incentives are in place to 

motivate investment in new generation. If the E&AS offset is set higher than what investors 

expect a new entrant generator could earn from energy and ancillary service revenue, the Net 

CONE would be too low. In this case, even if the capacity market is short of supply, pricing in 

the capacity market may not be attractive enough to encourage investments in new generation (a 

multiple of Net CONE will be used to set the demand curve cap for the whole market), potentially 

resulting in reliability issues in the system.1  

1.2 AESO’s proposed Forward Market Approach to setting the E&AS offset 

In CMD 4, AESO has proposed to use a Forward Market approach (previously named as the 

“Revenue Certainty” approach) to determine the E&AS offset. The AESO has suggested that it 

will exclude revenues from ancillary services. 

The Forward Market approach has the following features: 

 assume the new entrant will “lock in” a positive cash-flow via a spark spread in the 
forward market by selling a financial forward energy product and buying a financial gas 
product; and 

 the new entrant will assess different forward energy products (i.e., baseload versus peak 
products) to maximize its offsets. 

Based on LEI’s understanding of AESO’s presentation materials2 and the summary from 

Technical Working Group Sessions,3 there are a number of steps to using forward market product 

                                                      

1 If the E&AS offset is too low, then the Net CONE will be higher than it could otherwise be. However, competition 

from and among new investors will “self-correct” for this and bring the clearing price in the capacity market 

down to the “true” Net CONE level. 
2 AESO.  “CONE TWG Feedback/Discussion. Technical Working Group Meeting #3”. May 4, 2018 
3 AESO. “Technical Working Group Session Summary”. May 4, 2018. Available at: 

https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/Technical-WG-Session-Summary-050418-rev.pdf 
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data to estimate the E&AS offset. The steps are illustrated in Figure 1, with annotations on 

whether each step requires AESO assumptions, external data, or is the result of a calculation. 

Figure 1. Illustration of steps AESO takes to estimate E&AS offset 

 

 

Base on feedback collected by AESO during the stakeholder process, three out of the 22 Technical 

Working Group members explicitly supported the Forward Market approach, while eight 

members supported a hybrid involving a simulation and forward market pricing approach.  

Although AESO has not finalized its proposed method in developing the E&AS offset, at the 

Working Group (June 14th) meeting, AESO stated that it decided to move forward with the 

Forward Market approach due to the following reasons:4 

 the Forward Market approach is simple and transparent, using reliable sources and 
procedure; 

 the approach reflects future market conditions as currently perceived; and, 
 the approach only includes historical market fundamentals if they remain relevant for 

future market conditions. 

2 Problems of the Forward Market approach 

LEI has identified three significant potential problems associated with the Forward Market 

approach in determining the E&AS offset: 

                                                      

4 AESO. “Cost of New Entry – Preliminary Estimates Selection Criteria. Energy and Ancillary Services Offset. DCWG 

#4” June 14, 2018. Slide 36.  
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 Wrong operating profile: Standardized forward products will not be able to represent the 
operating profile of a peaker. Relying on standardized forward pricing will lead to an 
over-stated assumed capacity factor for a peaker, AESO’s preferred new entrant 
technology; 

 Illiquid forward market: The E&AS offset needs to apply for a delivery period that is 
three years out and longer term (given that it needs to reflect the energy profitability over 
time of a peaker that starts to operate only three years into the future). Alberta’s forward 
market is illiquid, especially for peaking products and long-dated contracts. This low 
liquidity reduces the usefulness of forward prices as an indicator of expected spot energy 
pricing three years into the future; and, 

 Uncertainty about market design: During times of market transition, forward markets 
are driven by market sentiment and uncertainty around future capacity market design 
and other political developments. This uncertainty makes forward prices three years out 
poor predictors for future spot market conditions and therefore a risky revenue 
optimization strategy for an investor.  It is unlikely a new peaker will put into practice the 
strategy of selling 100% potential output with energy forwards, and fully contract its gas 
consumptions via gas forwards, as well. 

This section elaborates on these problems in greater detail. 

2.1 Standardized forward products will not be able to represent the operating profile of a 

peaker 

There are currently three standardized products in Alberta’s energy market: 

 Baseload (7x24)5 
 Peak (7x16)6 
 Superpeak (7x6)7. 

According to AESO, the E&AS offset will be based on the optimization across these three standard 

forward products, in order to achieve the largest E&AS offset (i.e. the lowest Net CONE). 

Although it is not explicitly presented by AESO in the Working Group materials, it is evident that 

the energy forward products, gas price forwards, and expected variable costs result in the spark 

spread or “energy market margin” in $/MWh terms.  The spark spread needs to be converted 

into a $/kW-month basis in order to be compatible with the units used in the Net CONE 

calculation.  Therefore, the AESO needs to an objective manner to estimate an annual average 

capacity factor.   It is possible to imply a capacity factor from the hours covered by the standard 

product definition, but that will not be a true reflection of a peaker’s performance in the spot 

market given that spot market prices will vary hour to hour. Mathematically, using an average 

price from standard forwards will overestimate the number of hours when a peaker would have 

                                                      

5 7 days per week and 24 hours per day 
6 7 days a week, hour ending 8 to hour ending 23, inclusive 
7 AM Superpeak: Hour ending 6-8, 7 days a week and PM Superpeak: Hour ending 17-24 in November, December 

and January and HE 18-24 in all other months 
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earned a positive energy market margin.   From the May 4th Working Group materials,8 it appears 

that AESO is assuming a very high capacity factor. 

By relying on forward data, the AESO is essentially assuming the capacity factor of a theoretical 

unit that runs on the implied capacity factor of that forward produce. Using the baseload forward 

product would result in an implied capacity factor based on 8,760 hours. So, if a peaker has an 

unavailability factor of 24%, this would translate into a 76% capacity factor.9 Is such a capacity 

factor realistic?  Even if the peak forward product prices were used to estimate E&AS offset, that 

would cover a period of 16 hours per day.  This is equal to 50.2% of all hours in the year after 

considering availability.10 Similarly, a super peak product covers 19% of hours across the year.11 

A capacity factor in the ranges imputed from a peak product or baseload product are not realistic 

for a peaker for three reasons, as discussed further in Section 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 and 2.1.4 below. 

Historically, peakers in Alberta have been generating at well below 20% capacity factor. Using 

data from AESO’s annual market statistics, from 2004 to 2017, the implied capacity factor of 

simple cycle gas peakers in Alberta never exceeded 20%, as presented in Error! Reference source 

not found., and are usually much lower. To the extent that historical operations are within range 

of going forward conditions, then even a 19% capacity factor under contract is highly unrealistic 

for a new peaker in Alberta, not to mention the higher implied capacity factors implied for the 

peak forward or baseload products, 50% and 76%, respectively. 

Figure 2. Implied capacity factor of existing peakers in Alberta 

 

Source: AESO annual market statistics 2013-2017 

                                                      

8 CONE TWG Feedback/Discussion, Technical Working Group Meeting #3, May 4th, 2018, available at: 

https://www.aeso.ca/assets/Uploads/1.-EAS-Offset-Methodologies.pdf 
9 AESO. “Resource Adequacy Modeling Update. Technical Workgroup #4” June 14, 2018. Slide 7 
10 Assuming the average annual availability of the a new peaker is 76%, the implied capacity factor of running all 

available peak hours would be 66% x 76% = 50.2% 
11 Assuming the average annual availability of the a new peaker is 80%, the implied capacity factor of running all 

available super-peak hours would be 25% x 76% = 19.0% 

A B C D = B x C E = D x 1000 / (A x 8760)

 Year 
 Installed capacity - 

Simple cycle (MW) 

Energy Production by Asset Type % of total 

metered Volumes) - Peakers

AIL total energy 

(GWh)

Implied generation 

from peaker (GWh)
Implied caapcity factor

2004 125 0.1% 65,260 65 6%

2005 125 0.1% 66,267 66 6%

2006 125 0.2% 69,371 139 13%

2007 125 0.1% 69,661 70 6%

2008 327 0.2% 69,947 140 5%

2009 649 0.3% 69,914 210 4%

2010 658 1.1% 71,723 789 14%

2011 681 1.5% 73,600 1104 19%

2012 682 1.6% 75,574 1209 20%

2013 844 1.8% 77,451 1394 19%

2014 944 1.0% 79,949 799 10%

2015 996 1.2% 80,257 963 11%

2016 916 1.3% 79,560 1034 13%

2017 916 1.5% 82,572 1239 15%

11%Average
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2.1.1 Physical limitations of peakers 

A peaker running baseload will see a higher failure rate and higher maintenance costs, and as a 

consequence, a shorter useful life. General Electric has a list of reference operating profiles of three general 

categories of gas turbine applications (peaking, cycling, and continuous). General Electric’s data shows that 

for a typical peaking gas turbine, the reference operating time is only 600 hours per year (~7% capacity 

factor) as presented in Figure 3. If a gas turbine built and configured as a peaker is run baseload, its 

maintenance frequency would increase, potentially increasing variable costs, and reduce its useful life.  

Figure 3. GE Power 7F/7FA gas turbine reference optional profile 

 

Source: GE Power. “Heavy-Duty Gas Turbine Operating and Maintenance Considerations”. 

October 2017. Page 15. 

2.1.2 Forwards are average prices and do not reflect hourly operating decisions 

Forward contracts represent the hourly average price within a month for the contracted product. 

However, spot pool prices change hourly while spot gas prices change daily. Even if the forward 

prices are accurately reflecting the average of the hourly spot prices during the contracted period, 

there will still be hours where the spark spread is above or below the average spark spread.  Even 

if the implied spark spread over a contract period is positive, it does not mean a peaker would be 

running for all the contracted hours if it offers into the energy market at its variable cost.  
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For example, using hourly Alberta pool prices in 2017, monthly average gas price published by 

AESO’s annual market statistics, and a heat rate of 9,526 kJ/kWh for an Aeroderivative turbine,12 

and a Cdn. $4/MWh variable O&M cost,13 and a trading charge of Cdn. $0.265/MWh, we 

estimated that the average annual peak price in 2017 was $24.42/MWh, while the average 

variable cost of an efficient peaker would have been $23.74/MWh.  

Figure 4. 2017 hourly pool price vs variable cost of a hypothetical peaker 

 

Source: AESO, LEI analysis 

Using all the hours in a peak product would imply an annual average capacity factor of 66%. 

However, if we compare the hourly pool price against the variable cost to determine when the 

peaker should be dispatched, the capacity factor of the peaker would have been 29%.  

2.1.3 Contracting on a forward basis using the standard baseload and peaking products is 

risky 

If the peaker did enter into forward energy and gas contracts (assuming the forward contract 

prices are same as the actual average realized prices), the peaker would be subject to a very large 

volume risk. If the peaker contracted to sell energy via the forward market, and in the real time 

due to market conditions or outages was unable to generate enough energy, the peaker would 

have to offset its energy and gas forward market exposure by buying back these positions in the 

open market. This would incur trading costs, and due to the low liquidity in Alberta’s energy 

forward market (further discussed in Section 2.2), the peaker may not be able to unwind the 

                                                      

12 AESO. “Cost of New Entry – Preliminary Estimates Selection Criteria – Energy and Ancillary Services Offset. 

DCWG #4” June 14, 2018. Slide 23 
13 AESO. “Proposed Gross Cost of New Entry & Net Cost of Net Entry Calculation Approach – Draft for discussion” 

November 22, 2017  
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contracts at the spot market price. These trading costs would reduce the energy market profits of 

the peaker.  

2.1.4 Limitations on emissions  

Some peaking installations, especially frame technologies, may also be prevented from running 

beyond 33% annual average capacity factor with new Federal carbon regulations recently 

announced for new generation projects constructed after 2020.14 

Specifically, the proposed regulations set a carbon emission standard of 550 tonnes of carbon 

dioxide for each GWh of energy produce for gas-fired combustion turbine with capacity of over 

25 MW and under 150 MW (and 420 tonnes of carbon dioxide for each GWh of energy for gas-

fired combustion turbine with capacity over 150 MW), and this standard would apply to 

electricity generated beyond 33% of annual average capacity factor. 

At an average carbon content of 117 pounds per MMBtu and the heat rate of 10,109 kJ/kWh,15 the 

average carbon emissions rate of a frame peaker would be 508 tonnes/GWh. As the reference 

frame type peaker has a size of 226 to 243 MW,16 this means the expectation of a high load factor 

for this peaking technology would be invalid given environmental regulations. 

2.2 Limited liquidity in forwards market 

Conventionally, the liquidity of a market is defined in terms of the ease of selling and buying a 

specific product or service; in other words, to what extent can the product be bought and sold 

easily in a timely manner and at a low transaction cost (be it commission fee, brokerage fee, or 

within a reasonable bid-ask spread). One standard measure of a market’s liquidity is the volume 

traded. The higher the volume traded, the more liquid the market is. 

One of the key arguments of the benefit of using the Forward Market approach is that forward 

market takes into account the aggregate market feedback and publicly available data on what 

expected future spot market prices should be. However, Alberta’s electricity forward market has 

limited liquidity, especially for peak products and long dated contracts.  

For example, based on data collected from NGX, there were in total only 29 transactions from 

January 2016 to July 2018 for Alberta electricity forward contracts, representing less than 150 MW, 

for 2021, 2022 and 2023.17  

                                                      

14 Government of Canada. “Regulations Limited Carbon Dioxide Emissions from Natural Gas-fired Generation of 

Electricity”. February 17, 2018.  http://gazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p1/2018/2018-02-17/html/reg4-eng.html  
15 EIA. “How much carbon dioxide is produced when different fuels are burned?” Available; 

https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=73&t=11 
16 AESO. “Cost of New Entry – Preliminary Estimates Selection Criteria – Energy and Ancillary Services Offset. 

DCWG #4” June 14, 2018. Slide 8. We understand that certain frame type peakers could be built at under 150 

MW, but that would come at a potentially higher cost than the frame type peaker Brattle referenced. 
17 Data pulled from NGX on July 17, 2018.  
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With such low trading volume, the forward market’s ability to reflect future spot market 

conditions is less reliable, as there are very few market participants, and hence the traded price 

cannot be reflective of the “wisdom” of all publicly available data. 

Unless liquidity in Alberta’s energy forward market increases significantly (for example, we see 

on average a quantity of monthly financial transactions that can cover the annual generation 

volume of a typical new peaker, such that AESO’s expectation that a new peaker can fully sell its 

output via the forward market over a 30-day rolling average price is feasbile), we recommend 

AESO not solely rely on forward market results in determining the E&AS offset. 

Note that later in Section 4, we recommended that AESO can update its E&AS offset in years 

where there is no demand-curve reset by indexing E&AS offset with forward prices. There is a 

difference between indexing the value of E&AS offset with forward price trends versus using 

forward prices and the implied spark spread to set the E&AS offset value itself. By indexing, we 

are focusing on the trend of forward prices, but not the value itself.  

2.3 Forward market cannot provide specific insights on changes in market dynamics 

Although forward markets, if liquid and market participants have access to sufficient 

information, can provide valuable insights into the expectation of future spot market outcomes, 

during a transitional period, forward markets may be more influenced by market sentiment 

around uncertainties in the market. 

Forward market prices are essentially a blended result of many different possible scenarios based 

on information available to market participants. However, information can be unreliable and 

subject to interpretation when the market is undergoing significant changes. During a time of 

market transition with lots of uncertainty in market design and policy, it is unreasonable to expect 

a new peaker to lock in its future energy profits three years out using forwards that are thinly 

traded and subject to so much uncertainty. 

3 Advantages of simulation-based analysis of the E&AS offset 

Three US ISOs with centralized capacity market use a simulation approach to estimate E&AS 

offset when setting the Net CONE for their capacity demand curve. ISO-NE estimates the energy 

market net revenue offset using a two step process:18 

1. The CONE consultant develops a twenty-year forecast of hourly, zonal energy using a 
standard, commercially available, hourly energy market dispatch simulation model 

2. Using the simulation result, a simplified resource-specific dispatch algorithm is then used 
to estimate each candidate reference technology’s operating hours each year, along with 
the resource’s projected energy market revenue, fuel costs, emission costs, and variable 
operating costs 

                                                      

18 ISO-NE. “Filing of CONE and ORTP Updates”. January 13, 2017. Available at: https://www.iso-ne.com/static-

assets/documents/2017/01/cone_and_ortp_updates.pdf 
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NYISO also estimates its E&AS offset for its spot capacity market by running a simulation model. 

Given the much shorter tenure of its capacity auction, NYISO uses for a three-year historic period, 

and then escalates the offset over the next three years using a GDP deflator.19 

PJM recently recommend an update to its E&AS methodology.20 PJM’s recommended 

methodology is essentially a “historical simulation”, which determines the E&AS offset by 

simulating the dispatch of a reference resource against the last three calendar year’s hourly 

energy prices across all zones with variable costs based on six natural gas pricing hubs. 

While LEI acknowledges that a simulation approach adds additional administrative tasks for 

AESO, such an  analysis would allow AESO to objectively set the capacity factor and more 

specifically examine how changes in market fundamentals would impact energy profit margins 

and operational profiles. 

The following examples of “change” illustrate instances where simulation analysis would 

provide valuable insight and forward market results have limited usefulness: 

 Changes in supply (how will retirements, repowering or other new supply commitments 
change the scope of operations for the reference technology?) 

 Expectations around Alberta fuel markets (for example, how will new gas infrastructure 
or other changes around AECO Hub impact the fuel costs and therefore the E&AS offset?) 

 Changes in reference technology or changes in capacity market demand curve: If AESO 
wants to update the E&AS offset while it is making changes to other parameters in the 
capacity and energy market design, it no longer can rely on forward market results to 
estimate future E&AS offset as the forward market would not be reflecting updated 
market conditions; 

 Changes in market rules: for example, AESO proposes to continue to allow generators to 
bid above their strict short run marginal costs. However, some players will face a bid cap 
of 3x SRMC (pursuant to the CMD 4 proposal) in certain periods. This is different from 
the historical regulations imposed on the energy-only market.  There is also uncertainty 
going forward whether the 3x SRMC cap would be sufficient to ensure competitive 
market prices or whether there will be additional ex post reviews and enforcement actions 
taken.  Therefore, forward markets today would not be able to provide experience-based 
“collective wisdom”. 

                                                      

19 NYISO. “Annual Update for 2018-2019 ICAP Demand Curves”. November 6, 2017. Available at: 

http://www.nyiso.com/public/webdocs/markets_operations/committees/bic_icapwg/meeting_materials/2

017-11-06/DCR%20AU%202017%2011062017%20ICAPWG.pdf 
20 PJM. “VRR Curve Key Parameter (Quadrennial) Review, PJM Preliminary Recommendations “ April 24, 2019. 

Available at: https://www.pjm.com/-/media/committees-groups/committees/mic/20180502/20180502-

item-11a-pjm-quadrennial-review-preliminary-recommendations.ashx 
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4 Concluding remarks 

In this paper, we have identified a number of flaws in AESO’s proposed Forward Market 

approach. These flaws fall into two common themes: 

 Using forward market to derive the $/kW-year energy market margin a peaker could earn 
requires that AESO make subjective, and possibly unrealistic, assumptions regarding the 
operating profile of the peaker.  

 Alberta’s long-dated electricity forward market is illiquid and given the amount of 
uncertainty in Alberta’s electricity market design and policy, forward prices would not be 
a reliable source for estimating the spot market energy profits a new peaker could earn in 
the future; 

 A peaker would not contract all of its energy profits using forwards three years out due 
to volume risks involved and the impracticality of delivering all of the contracted amount; 
 

Overall, the current proposed approach, given AESO’s stated objective to maximize the E&AS 

offset, is likely to result in the use of a 7x24 energy forward product, which is essentially 

suggesting that a peaker is supposed to be operating and producing energy around the clock like 

a baseload gas plant.  A peaker has technical and economic limits on when it will run in the energy 

market and will never receive E&AS revenues implied by a 7x24 forward product. Thus, this 

assumption sets up a path where the AESO is essentially going to overstate the E&AS offset, 

reduce the net CONE, and likely have problems attracting more generation. 

We therefore recommend AESO to undertake a simulation analysis to determine the E&AS offset 
for the future operations of a reference peaker.   The AESO would not need to do such a 
simulation-based analysis each year – but it is imperative that this is done periodically, for 
example, during each demand curve review cycle.   In years between the demand curve review 
cycle, LEI suggests updating the E&AS offset by indexing it to changes in forward market prices 
s (instead of directly using forward market prices to calculate the spark spreads and level of the 
E&AS offset).  

This hybrid approach would allow AESO to use simulation modeling to capture fundamental 

changes in market supply and demand, and other factors to update the Net CONE for the capacity 

demand curve for the capacity delivery period every four or five years, but also limit the 

administrative burden on AESO. The benefits of indexing the E&AS offset to forward market 

price changes is that changes in supply-demand expectations or other fundamentals relative to 

the previous year can be captured – without having to go through a simulation analysis. This 

approach is analogous to the regulatory process AUC uses routinely with regulated utilities in 

Alberta under its performance-based ratemaking (“PBR”) regime.  The AUC works with utilities 

to set the base rate (using a detailed test year analysis) and then escalates that base rate over the 

period of the PBR term using a pre-approved indexation scheme. Combining these two 

approaches harnesses the benefits of a simulation-based analysis with the ease of an indexation 

approach and strikes a balanced approach to develop a reasonable E&AS offset that will ensure 

that the Net CONE is as accurate as possible.  


